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Smart products for stylish renovations
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1. Gilded iron adds a subtle gleam to the pared-down silhouette of Aerin's Agnes pendant light. The 18"-dia. fixture also comes in white, matte black, or burnished silver leaf. As shown, it costs $575; available through RH Modern, rhmodern.com, 800-762-1005

2. Featuring modern angles and traditional cabinet detailing, the Favilla kitchen by Scavolini melds the best of both worlds. Pictured with porcelain counters and matte-lacquered MDF cabinets with satin-steel handles, it is offered in myriad finishes and colors; prices upon request, scavolini.us, 212-219-0910

3. Rocky Mountain Hardware collaborated with HOK Product Design on the sleek Verdura collection of bronze door hardware. The line is available in numerous finishes; shown are passage sets in, from left, white bronze light ($825) and silicon bronze brushed ($618), rockymountainhardware.com, 888-788-2013

4. Country Floors' hand-painted Blume ceramic tiles were inspired by floral and abstract patterns on traditional Hungarian dresses. From top are the Pinwheel, Dandelion, and Kaleidoscope styles; the tiles are offered in 4"- and 6"-sq. sizes and cost $15 and $18 apiece, respectively. Additional colors are available, countryfloors.com, 212-627-6300

5. Streamline your morning with Smarter's Wi-Fi-connected coffeemaker, which can be started remotely via smartphone. Launching in the U.S. in June, the 7.5" w. x 9.5" d. x 16.5" h. machine comes in red, black, or cream; $250. smarter.am

6. Copper and polished brass join forces in this handsome mailbox by Terrain; $98 (post not included), shopterrain.com, 877-583-7724